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ABSTRACT

Until 2010, egg donations in Israel could only be recruited from women undergoing fertility treatments for themselves. Donations did not meet the national demand for eggs. Until the policy changed in 2010 and allowed donations from healthy women undergoing egg retrieval process for the sole purpose of donation, there had been years of legislative efforts to increase the pool of eggs for childless people. This article tells the story of this change. It examines the change through the discourse involved in two governmental committees charged with discussing this issue in two distinguished generations of discourse concerning reproductive technologies. The discourse analysis exposes legal and ethical dilemmas that reflect a constant conflict between two constitutive narratives in Israeli society: “The procreation narrative” and the narrative regarding “the unique value of the human body.” Aside from telling the story, the article offers a typology of the rhetorical methods that served policy-makers settling this conflict. It shows how these methods shaped the nature of the debate and allowed a change in policy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This article tells the untold story of the politics and ethics behind the regulation of compensated egg donation in Israel. Until 2010, egg donations in Israel could have been recruited only from women undergoing fertility treatments themselves. Donations from women undergoing egg retrieval process for the sole purpose of donation were illegal. This limitation aimed to prevent unnecessary risk to non-treated women. Altruistic donations were unlikely to meet the needs of infertile couples, since women undergoing treatments could save their fertilized eggs by cryopreservation for later use, and likely had little interest in donating their eggs to others after the complicated process that they had undergone. This situation created a shortage in available ova to confront an increasing demand.

Members of the Knesset, the legislative branch of Israeli government, proposed compensated egg donation to address the shortage in ova. Two committees were charged with discussing this option, each in a different generation of discourse addressing reproductive technologies. The first-generation discourse refers to the period that followed the enactment of the National Health Insurance (NHI) Law in 1994, which included reproductive treatment as part of the services covered by the states (until around 2008). The second-generation discourse

---

1. The Public Health Regulations (Extra-Corporeal Fertilization), 5747-1987, 5035 KT 978, § 4, 978 as cited (Isr.)
3. The foundation for the current Israeli legal framework of reproductive policy was laid in 1987 (See, The Public Health Regulations (In-Vitro Fertilization) 5747-1987, 5035 KT 978, Pincte – see fn 2 (Isr.) addressing the accreditation of clinics, access to IVF, egg donations, embryo storage and disposal, as well as informed consent. To this day, there is no singular, coherent regulation, but rather piecemeal regulations touching upon many reproductive technologies, such as Intracytoplasmic Sperm Injection
scholarship refers to discussion from around 2008 to present, after the consequences of the first-generation discourse were analyzed and produced legislative efforts addressing different reproductive regulations.

In the first-generation of discourse, during both the 15th and 16th Knesset, a few proposed bills encouraged donations from women not undergoing fertility treatment by offering some kind of incentive.\(^4\) In the year 2000, following the public discussion, Rabbi Shlomo Benisri, Member of Knesset (MK) and Ministry of Health, formed a public professional committee led by Dr. Halperin (hereinafter “the Halperin Committee”). The committee was tasked with discussing social, ethical, halakhic and legal issues in treatment methods related to egg donations from women not undergoing fertility treatment and with examining the need for legislation that would regulate the rights and duties of all involved, including future children. The Halperin Committee recommended expanding egg donation to compensated recruitment, yet the discussion never matured to become a formal legislation.

Egg donation continued to occupy public discussion during the second-generation of discourse, when in 2007 the Ministry of Health and Ministry of Justice jointly submitted a bill that encouraged donations from women not undergoing fertility treatment by offering financial incentives.\(^5\) A special sub-committee of the Labor, Welfare and Health Committee in the Knesset (hereinafter “the Knesset Committee”) was created to discuss the bill and prepare it for the legislative process. Following these discussions, the egg donation act passed in 2010, enabling the procedure of compensated egg donation from an “egg donor.”\(^6\) The article uses the term “egg-source woman” instead as a more realistic and neutral description of these women.

This article focuses on analyzing the changing discourse between generations through the transcripts of both committees’ discussions in order to discuss the politics and ethics underlying the process of regulating compensated egg donation in Israel. The discourse analysis reveals conflicts, arguments, and strategy involved at a crucial point of change in existing policy concerning egg donation. These findings expose two central competing narratives that create constant conflict: (1) the cultural-social perception of reproduction and procreation in Israeli society, which constructs a duty to help childless people in light of a shortage in eggs and (2) the social notions of human rights, and particularly, the belief in the unique value of the body, which has inspired arguments against the trade in organs — arguments which in turn constrain the pro-natalist narrative and divert the discourse toward the prohibition of monetary exchange.

(ICS), Donor Insemination (DI), surrogacy, egg donation, egg freezing, and Prenatal Genetic Diagnosis (PGD).

6. Egg Donation Act 5770-2010, 2242 SH 520 (Isr.).
The article discusses legal and ethical dilemmas that reflect the constant conflict between these two narratives. It shows how rhetoric tools were used by policy-makers to settle this conflict in a way that maintains the central cultural narrative about state support of procreation. Part I lays out the theoretical framework and the methodology used. It presents the concept of "constitutive narratives," which describe the basic understanding and reading of the reality; and "functional narratives," which facilitate daily activities by supporting a certain attitude within the reality created by constitutive narratives. Part II applies the concept of "constitutive narrative" to the egg donation discourse in the context of a "Jewish and democratic State." Part III applies the concept of "functional narrative" to the legislative process. It offers a typology of the rhetorical methods that served policy-makers in the egg donation discussions to settle the ethical-cultural conflicts while bringing about the desired policy change and allow compensated egg donation.

A. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The starting point of this article assumes that law is a language and a system of meanings and should be evaluated as such. Law relies on narrative to make sense of legal ideas, and needs narrative to quell opposition and justify the legitimacy of decisions made. Narratives shape our understanding of reality, creating conventions that determine what we are able to think, know, and believe, and, eventually, what we may allow or forbid in our societies. In court, different stories are told about the same events. These stories flow in different directions through narrative trails that form and design alternative perceptions and reflect competing interests. The adversarial use of functional narrative in court has a similar use in the policy-making process. Since narratives give symbols ethical and pragmatic significance, they are highly important for any process of creating general or specific norms, such as legislation. Policy follows from narratives in public debates, and these narratives compete for the right to influence the chosen policy during the legislative process. Since legal activities depend on the ability to identify plots, manipulate stories, and process them, narratives can shape the way that we perceive law and establish our expectations of it.

Usually, rhetorical commitments work to justify the existing legal order and enforce the rule of law. Such justifications reinforce the existing distribution of

12. Almog, supra note 9, at 7.
power and wealth, counter those who question the legitimacy or neutrality of the status quo, and marginalize the voices of the opposition. However, changing a status quo is a complicated mission, since it requires using the same tool – functional narratives — to undermine what has been crafted to justify a certain policy. This article therefore focuses on analyzing the narratives used at a crucial point of change in the status quo that previously prohibited compensated egg donation.

The article will focus on two types of narratives: (1) constitutive or formatting narratives and (2) functional narratives. Constitutive narratives describe reality, or the basic understanding and reading of the reality. In James Boyd White’s work, “constitutive rhetoric” constructs the cultural basis on which a culture lives and changes. Constitutive narratives derive from the systematic structure and contain a set of resources that endow symbols with ethical meaning and pragmatic significance, which influence our perception of reality. White describes these resources as ways of asking and responding to questions; defining roles, positions, and voices from which to speak; creating and maintaining relations; and justifying and explaining action and inaction. Constitutive narratives are essential for the process of creating abiding norms, such as legislation and rulings.

Functional narratives are the stories that facilitate daily activities, and include an obvious intent to divert opinion towards a specific choice. They support a certain attitude or way of conduct within the reality created by constitutive narratives. Functionally, narratives create power and dynamics. A functional narrative establishes a certain ideology, thereby limiting the range of natural possible ruling or regulative options. The purpose of a functional legal narrative is to organize the facts - and the story that these facts tell - in a way that will convince the audience of an inevitable implied end to the story. Different functional narratives present in the legislative discourse advance competing interests, and may tilt the final ideological choice of policy-makers from one policy to another. Since there can be contradicting constitutive narratives, functional narratives are used to weigh which constitutive narrative will prevail.

Rhetorical methods are the fuel that feeds the narratives. Such methods are inherent to the legislative discourse and the process of policy-making. The choice of specific symbols through language constitutes potential ways of changing or reforming law. The chosen policy will be followed by society, and narratives presented to policy-makers may have an impact on different segments of the population. Rhetorical methods construct a reasoning that society follows, since narratives create useful expressions for claiming, resisting, and declaring significance. Policy-makers

13. See also, Gerald B. Wetlauf, Rhetoric and Its Denial in Legal Discourse, 76 Virg. L. Rev. 1545, 1596 (1990) (“If the rule of law is our client, then so is the status quo.”).
15. Sherwin, supra note 67, at 547.
must, therefore, be concerned with the possibilities of rhetoric and with the kind of persuasive discourse different types of rhetoric establish.

B. METHODOLOGY

The article is based on research inspired by Foucault, who describes discourse as specific way of engaging with the world and relating to it. Discourse is a site of struggle, constitutive of “reality” in that it physically shapes our perceptions. Foucault understands discourse as a “strategic situation” that determines the distribution of power between actors, both enabling and constraining them by shaping their field of opportunities and limiting their freedom.

The research analyzes discourse involved in the egg donation discussions, using transcripts from discussions in the policy-making process in the first and second generations of egg donation discourse. From the first-generation discourse, sixteen transcripts were analyzed from Halperin committee meetings held during the year 2000. The Halperin committee’s work was followed by submission of a few supporting bills (including one proposed by the minister of health, MK Rabi Nisim Dahan). In March 2001, the Labor, Welfare and Health Committee and the Committee for Promotion of Women’s Status in the Knesset collaborated to propose another bill. Online transcripts from discussions about these bills are included in the discourse analysis of the first generation. In the second-generation discourse, there are ten discussions during 2008 and eight follow-up discussions, all available online and analyzed in this research.

The chosen texts are extremely valuable for several reasons. First, they were the main mechanism affecting the policy-makers’ decisions and thus had an immediate pragmatic effect on the overall outcome of the discussions. It is important to note that these materials should not be referred to as representative of public opinion. Since the egg donation discussions are part of the political process, many of the speakers involved sought to promote a specific agenda, and it follows that they raised certain arguments rather than others. Some arguments were construed as personal opinions and others as part of background material for the discussions. However, examples serve as anecdotal indications of the existence of certain narratives and rhetorical methods in the decision-making process as part of the political procedure. Second, the committees’ meetings served as the principal stage to listen to and to state opinions using functional narratives and

17. Id. at 165.
19. P/15/1328, K/2985 (05.03.2001). These discussions addressed the identity of the egg-source women, the money given in exchange for the donation, information rights with regard to the donation, the purpose of donation (research or reproduction), and the import of eggs.
rhetorical methods. These discussions are valuable to, and indirectly affect, public opinion. The narratives and rhetorical methods are constructed by professionals and enter public communication, since media reporters and government websites rely on the committees’ transcripts to inform the public about the activity of the state’s authorities. Studying two committees, each belonging to a different regulative generation of discourse, is essential to understanding the development of expressions of public opinions and professional positions in the policy-making process. Comparing the two committees enables us to investigate the cross-generational shift in attitude throughout this process.

Discourse analysis is a highly flexible research method. The main methodology used in this research is based on attention to the words, emotions, and nature of the arguments involved. I read through the data and scrutinized arguments closely to identify concepts and patterns that may answer the following research questions: What are the political tendencies regarding the regulation of egg recruitment? What are the main arguments in the discourses? Which actors are the most prominent? What are the main topics of agreement? What are the main issues in dispute? Did the issues change throughout the process and if so, when and how? By distinguishing key phrases or patterns of expressions quoted, I classified arguments that correspond to these questions and organized them into thematic units of analysis—the attitude toward reproduction in general, the risks, monetary exchange, and egg-source women.

I checked my interpretations against the transcripts and discussion notes, continually testing emerging patterns by comparing the phrases and patterns of expressions to the categories and constructs that emerged throughout this process. While articulating the methods and relationships among these categories and constructs, I noted other arguments that seemed important but unexpected. This reading offers a diversity of ideas, alternative perspectives, oppositional forms of speech, and illustrates different uses of narratives by different groups.

I was especially aware of the processes by which policy arenas are constructed, and of the bias effects of dominant types of language and knowledge. The research examines the dynamics that form when interest groups promote a discourse that constantly defines interests, both their own and others. The analysis of this research addresses various actors involved in the discussions: individuals, women’s civil organizations, religious organizations, government agencies, etc.

20. See, e.g., Itay Gal, The Knesset Approved: 10,000 NIS to an Egg Donor, YNET, Nov. 1, 2011, https://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-4142212,00.html (illustrating how journalists rely on what has been said in the committee to inform the public through the media).
22. For elaboration on unitizing units of analysis, see id. at 29.
23. Id. at 37.
Such analytic framework provides a detailed description of the mechanisms at work while treating actors impartially.

Citations in each chapter will be used to demonstrate two aspects: first, the internal dynamic of each method present in the Halperin committee; second, the differences in use of those methods between the Halperin and the Knesset committees, including changes in existing arguments, the emergence of new speakers with new arguments (or new actors with known arguments), missing actors, etc. The overall picture adds context, which includes roles, professions, and situations of actors involved.25

II. ISRAELI CONSTITUTIVE NARRATIVES IN A “JEWISH AND DEMOCRATIC” SOCIETY

The texts and their contexts are logically independent. As the researcher, I drew conclusions from one independent domain (the transcripts’ texts) to the other (the cultural context) by positioning the egg donation discourse in the general context of a “Jewish and democratic State.”26 Part II applies the concept of “constitutive narrative” to the context of a “Jewish and democratic State” and shows the cultural basis on which the discussion relies. Israel defines itself as a democratic and a Jewish state, as stated in its basic laws.27 Accordingly, the status and protection of human rights, including women’s rights, is shaped by this two-sided definition.28 On the one hand, historical, religious, political, cultural and social references to Israel’s unique status as a Jewish state generate a clear pronatalist vision. On the other hand, inspired by its democratic and liberal values, Israel recognizes autonomous choices, including human and women’s reproductive rights, as foundational principles of its legal system. This section reviews the cultural basis for these constitutive narratives.

II. THE REPRODUCTION NARRATIVE IN ISRAEL – RELIGIOUS, CULTURAL AND SOCIAL IMPORTANCE

The Israeli constitutive narrative of reproduction stems from different cultural sources that I elaborated in another article,29 and these sources still resonate with and play a major role in the Israeli collective consciousness. The biblical dictate “be fruitful and multiply”30 echoes throughout various religious stories, such as Rachel’s cry “give me children or else I die,” or Sarah’s barrenness that leads her to use her handmaid to produce a child.31 These stories are still charged with

26. See id. at 27.
27. This article does not purport to speak to interpretations of Judaism outside of Israel. Any commentary on interpretations of Judaism is limited to Israel and does not extend to the Jewish diaspora.
28. Almog & Bassan, supra note 2, at 77.
29. Id.
30. Genesis 1:28 (King James). For other religious approaches to reproduction see, Almog & Bassan, supra note 2.
31. Waldman, supra note 21, at 70 (describing biblical stories illustrating essential nature of childbearing). See Genesis 30:1 (King James) (describing biblical story of distraught Rachel coming to
contemporary meaning. Furthermore, given the swing-vote power they enjoy in the Israeli parliamentary system, religious parties exert domination, and religious values are highly visible within and influential to legislative debates. Hence, those Israelis who may not accept or agree with every aspect of Jewish law are still subjected to a powerful cultural and historic directive expressing pro-childbirth messages as general societal values. The religious emphasis on procreation is juxtaposed with lingering trauma from the Holocaust and a fear of being outnumbered by non-Jews on Israeli soil. As a result, since the establishment of the country, many national incentives and policies have sought to promote a hegemonic pro-natalist regime, and encouraging procreation is still the formal policy of the state of Israel.

Continuous cultural exposure to this formative narrative creates an enthusiastic acceptance of assisted reproduction in Israeli society that may explain the support and prioritization of reproductive technologies in Israel as part of the National Health Insurance [NHI]. In 1982, Israel’s Supreme Court judge addressed the right to use assisted reproductive technologies to birth a biological child connected to at least one of the parents as part of the right to personal development. This right was later acknowledged in many court rulings. While reproductive freedoms are usually interpreted as negative rights with regard to the role of government (i.e., freedom from state intervention is frequently sought in individual reproductive decisions, such as whether to have children, how many, and when), the use of medical reproductive health care requires intervention from the

realization she cannot have children). See also Genesis 16:2 (King James) (depicting biblical story of a barren Sara, illustrating importance of having children).

32. Waldman, supra note 28, at 84.

34. See, RHODA ANN KANAANEH, Birthing the Nation: Strategies of Palestinian Women in Israel 45, (2002); D. Birenbaum-Carmeli & M. Dinmefeld, In Vitro Fertilisation Policy in Israel and Women's Perspectives: The More the Better? 16 REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH MATTERS, 1, 2 (2008); Sigal Gooldin, Cultural Competence and Ethical Incompetence: Notes from a Study of the new reproductive technologies in Israel, 8 DIVERSITY IN HEALTH & CARE 45, 50 (2011); Shalev & Gooldin, supra note 28, at 166; Rebecca Steinfeld, Wars of the Wombs: Struggles over Abortion Policies in Israel, 20 ISRAEL STUD. 1, 2 (2015); Waldman, supra note 28, at 71.

35. Almog & Bassan, supra note 2, at 8–9.


37. Meir Shamgar, Issues Concerning Reproduction and Birth, 39 HAPRAKLIT, 21, 31 (1982) (in Hebrew) (“The right to Assisted Reproductive Technology, egg or sperm donation, or even volunteering to carry the child of another deserves protection by the law within the right of every individual to free personal development.”).

government. IVF has been covered in Israel by the NHI since the bill establishing NHI passed in 1994; prior to that, IVF had been part of the basic basket of services provided by HMOs. When the national health system funds expensive and complicated reproductive treatments, the state turns reproductive freedoms into positive legal rights. This context of state approach to assisted reproduction becomes significant when policy-makers are faced with childless people advocating for a change in policy supporting compensated egg recruitment, because it provides a natural background support for their claim. The classification of the right as positive implicates a government’s role in allowing citizens to fulfill this right.

A. THE UNIQUE VALUE OF THE HUMAN BODY - THE LIBERAL FOUNDATIONS OF A DEMOCRATIC STATE

The second constitutive narrative prominent in the ethical-legal-social discourse concerns recognition of the unique value of the human body. In various religions, including Judaism, the body has symbolic meaning. Some religions embrace the notion that one does not own one’s own body; others see the body as an expression of the individual, and hence, self-harming or excessive risk-taking is mostly prohibited. This narrative is also reflected in the legal world, where the human right to bodily integrity is recognized and established in strong consensus: torture, beatings, forced labor, slavery, etc., are all perceived as harming human integrity through bodily injury and are thus restricted in international and national laws and constitutions.

The State of Israel expresses the unique value of the human body in the Basic Law: Human Dignity and Liberty, in which body and life are protected.

---

39. See generally id; See also Rachelle Fishman, Israeli Fertilised-Egg Case to be Heard Again, 345 LANCET, 1 (1995). Israeli Supreme Court President Meir Shamgar ordered a fertility case to undergo a second hearing after a panel of five justices ruled that a man, Dani Nahmani, had a right to prevent his ex-wife from using her eggs to produce “their” offspring. Id. Currently in the “over-age” group, she wanted to use the eggs fertilized five years earlier, but the judges decided that a man has a basic right not to be a parent, even if that means depriving a woman of her chance to be a parent. Id. The principal issue to be addressed on the second hearing is whether the original agreement to partake in the process validates its completion. Id.


42. Id.


44. Id.

45. Basic Law: Human Dignity and Freedom, 5752-1992 §§ 2, 4 (1992) (Isr.). Israel does not have a constitution, but only a few “basic laws” that are somewhat stronger than regular laws. They are the equivalent to a constitution.
However, to balance individual and collective rights, the Basic Law can be compromised by a law that corresponds to the values of the State of Israel and intends to fulfill a specific purpose, per the principle of proportionality. In addition to the Basic Law, several provisions concerning the preservation of the body and its integrity can be found both in the Penal Code and in the Tort Law. The Tort Law addresses assault (Article 23), entitles special protections for a person who has tried to protect his body (Article 24), and compensates for bodily injury (Article 76). The Penal Code devotes an entire chapter to bodily harm (Chapter 10), as well as other provisions that involve the value of the human body, including punishments for various sexual offenses. Finally, in a medical context, a demand to protect bodily integrity is stated in the Hippocratic Oath, where the doctor swears to do no harm. The Hippocratic Oath functions as the foundation of the Israeli Patient’s Rights Act. The constitutive narrative about the unique value of the human body is therefore founded and embedded in the Jewish and international sources and percolates into contemporary Israeli culture and life. It is likely to affect policy-makers when deciding about compensated eggs recruitment.

This “Jewish and democratic” duality is perceived through the collection of narratives that shape and determine the identity of Israeli society and its understanding of reproductive technologies. While this duality implies competing policies, in the Israeli context, the national priority on procreation is usually positioned as the top priority in comparison to other alternatives; thus, the article does not mean to deny the existence of this priority. In the case of egg donation as well, rhetorical methods created power dynamics that worked to settle these conflicting narratives and construct palatable and acceptable policies supporting compensated egg donation. Therefore, rather than asking which narrative prevails and why, this article focuses on the conflict between the two constitutive narratives to answer (1) how does the chronicling of a predictable solution take place? and (2) what are the hidden burdens embedded in the chosen solution for egg-source women?

III. FUNCTIONAL NARRATIVES: RHETORICAL TOOLS AS SERVING THE DESIRED POLICY

One of the main questions facing the committees was whether to allow risking the health of women assisting in the reproduction of others. Moreover, policymakers assumed that a risky medical procedure was unlikely to be undertaken altruistically, and monetary exchange would likely be involved. Committees therefore had to address the issue of a potential “trade in organs” as well. An

46. Id. § 8.
47. Tort Law [New Version], 5728-1968 54 SH 226 (Isr.).
49. See, LUDWIG EDELSTEIN, The Hippocratic Oath: Text, Translation, and Interpretation (1943); Patient’s Rights Act, 5756-1996, 1591 SH 327 (Isr.).
analysis of committee discussions, through the lens of functional narratives, offers a typology of the rhetorical methods that served policy-makers to settle the ethical-cultural conflicts while attempting to bring about the desired policy change and allow compensated egg donation. This section exposes rhetorical methods used in the policy discourse to bridge the gap between negative conceptions of bodily harm and commodification, and the desire to expand the pool of eggs for reproduction. The six main methods identified and addressed in this section (bounded narratives, constrained narratives, down-playing, up-playing, softened rhetoric, diverting rhetoric, and missing voice) are original tools developed from the analysis done within this research.

A. BOUNDED NARRATIVES – SUPREMACY OF REPRODUCTION VS. POTENTIAL RISKS TO EGG-SOURCE WOMEN

A bounded narrative ties the same justifications that lie at the core of the opposite narrative to the narrative it wishes to promote. At the core of the narrative concerning the unique value of the body there is a presumption that the body is connected to human integrity and that harming it diminishes this integrity and violates human rights. Functionally bounding the narrative promoting procreation to the paradigm of human rights positions both narratives in the human rights sphere, where elementary rights are required to support self-fulfillment.

The transcripts show how, in both generations of discourse, health professionals and politicians voiced the agony and despair faced by childless women and couples unable to start families. Even prior to the appointment of the Halperin committee—and perhaps a factor that catalysed its establishment—biblical citations repeatedly established parenthood as a sacred right, a commandment (a “Mitzvah”): “The commandment ‘be fruitful and multiply’ is one of the most important commandments given to the people of Israel by its God.”51 “According to the Torah, there is a duty to help childless parents to bring a child into the world, and this is an important ‘Mitzvah.’”52

Statements from the Halperin Committee transcripts that construct desire for children as part of the purpose of mankind—in terms of existential human needs, values, or rights, all of which are beyond personal wishes—belong to the bounded narrative. “Parenthood is an elementary thing, almost sacred.”53 “There is no right more sacred than this.”54 “This is an elementary natural right of every creature to

51. MK Raffi Elul, The 14th Knesset, 28 (Nov. 18, 1998) (transcript 252) (transcript available at https://m.knesset.gov.il/Activity/plenum/Pages/Sessions.aspx) (Isr.).
52. Committee Chair, Dr. Halperin, Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation, 1 (Sept. 27, 2000) (transcript 15) (Isr.).
54. Professor Shlomo Masiah, a prominent fertility expert, The Comm. for the Promotion of Women’s Status, transcript 48, 3 (Sept. 16, 2003) (transcript available at https://m.knesset.gov.il/Activity/committees/Pages/AllCommitteeProtocols.aspx) (Isr.).
be a mother or a father.”55 “Even if a woman remarries and wants a child, it is her elementary right to get this child.”56 Parenthood is described as the embodiment of self-fulfillment, self-realization, and the essence of femininity.57 Infertility is therefore an obstacle that comes between a woman and her self-fulfillment. “Women repeatedly say: if I have no child I am compared to an imperfect woman.”58 If parenthood is an elementary or sacred right required to support self-fulfillment, “the right to become pregnant” is not positioned as a matter of personal choice, but rather as similar in nature to other natural rights.59

Another use of the bounded narrative method in the first-generation discourse is presenting the creation of life as a value, equal to the value of life itself: “the value and sanctity of life, and the value of being a parent, have been defined in the state of Israel as a superior values like no others, not because of other cultures, but because this is our culture, and we are proud of it.”60 This value appears stronger when it is presented as a cultural value. “Why is it in Israel, where the sanctity of life, the value of life and life giving is the most important value, someone can stand up and say, ‘I will not be a mother?’”61

If creating life is a human value equivalent to the lives of the living, inability to procreate becomes equivalent to health problems.

To create life is no less important than to preserve life in any form, even in the medical aspect. . . . The disease of barrenness or infertility is no less fatal than cancer. It spreads around the whole body and the childless family: the woman is outcast, the man cannot mingle in the crowd, and the family ceases to exist.62

55. Moshe Shlezinger, fertility counselor, at the Committee for the Promotion of Women’s Status, 7 (Sept. 16, 2003) (transcript 48) (Isr.).
59. Dan Michaeli, board of director in Clalit HMO, at the Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation, 3 (June 28, 2000) (transcript 8) (Isr.).
61. Emphasis added. Words of an anonymous speaker going through IVF treatment at the Comm. for the Promotion of Women’s Status, 6 (Sept. 16, 2003) (transcript 48) (Isr.).
62. Professor Masiah, at the Comm. for the Promotion of Women’s Status, transcript 48, 3 (Sept. 16, 2003) (transcript 48) (Isr.).
The specific choice of words here presents infertility as an illness that has to be treated. By presenting childlessness as an illness, assisted reproductive technologies are perceived as tools to promote health. These statements posit that the only true solution for childlessness is turning to reproductive technologies that function as health-promoting implements, ending the sorrow: “...to do everything possible in the professional aspect to reach maximal realization in bringing children into the world, to any family in Israel that wants them.”

When the reproduction narrative binds children-rearing to human rights, values, and dignity, the narrative has a distributive role, and it makes it harder to object to doing whatever is required to find a solution to the egg shortage.

The state’s role in supporting citizens to obtain this right depends on either a narrow or wide perception of rights people hold. The state could either ‘not interfere’ with its citizens’ action to obtain eggs (probably through the market), or take a more active action to incentivize compensated egg recruitment. In Israel, where national health insurance covers medical treatments, this narrative constructs the idea that a national drastic action is needed to help childless patients: “A state, a central government, has to do almost anything to allow couples to become parents and bring a girl or a boy to the world.”

In my opinion, it is a ‘Mitzvah,’ a moral human duty to help them as much as we can.” Alternatively, some interpreted a lack of national support as the active genocide of children. One of the most drastic responses was that of a prominent fertility expert, who declared: “it [not providing access to eggs] is similar to shooting around 1,000 or 1,500 children,” referring to the children that would have been born had access to therapy not been restricted.

Once the narratives regarding the unique value of the body and the support of procreation were both part of the same discourse (that of basic human rights), the procreation narrative came to overpower the opposing narrative of the body’s unique value. While the author has no wish to understate the impact of barrenness on women and families, the duty of the state to prevent potential harm to citizens’ bodies, and the duty of the state to help childless people to obtain egg donations are far from equivalent. The right to bodily integrity requires a positive duty from

---

63. See Aline H. Kalbian, Narrative Artifice and Women’s Agency, 19 Bioethics 93 (2005) (For illness narratives in the context of IVF).
64. MK Gila Gamliel Comm. Chair, at the Comm. for the Promotion of Women’s Status, 14 (Sept. 16, 2003) (transcript 48) (Isr.).
67. Dr. Halperin, At the Public-Professional Committee Concerning Egg Donation 10 (Sept. 6, 2000) (transcript 13) (Isr.).
68. Shlomo Masiah, The Comm. for the Promotion of Women’s Status, 4 (Sept. 16, 2003) (transcript 48) (Isr.).
the state to prevent the degradation of dignity caused by intentional bodily harm, such as torture or physical assault, which threatens the unique value of the human body. Society has no parallel duty to alleviate barrenness to support the right to procreation.69 Certain reproductive rights are anchored in general human rights as part of the right to reproductive health, such as personal decisions regarding having children (when to do so, how many, etc.), safe, effective, affordable, and acceptable methods of family planning, and safe pregnancy and childbirth,70 but it is uncertain whether these extend to the right to receive eggs from volunteers or compensated egg-source women.71 While citizens may expect that the state will not prevent them from becoming a parent (when parenthood would be possible if the state did not prohibit consenting adults from providing eggs), the state does not have a direct positive duty to help them. While the government may choose to help, the state’s options in this aspect do not belong to the realm of human rights, but rather, to the political realm.

Similar forms of the bounded narrative were present in the second-generation discourse as well, reflecting the “indisputable” right to parenthood: “The right to parenthood is something that you cannot argue with.”72 Also evident in the second-generation discourse is that childless people were characterized as ill, while egg donation was described as “life-saving” in nature: “I see more resemblance to donating bone marrow for a dying patient than to organ trade. If I knew that my bone marrow donation would save the life of someone, despite the risk and preparation, I would do it.”73 The starting point in both first and second generations of discourse was thus that childlessness requires treatment, in the same way that diseases require treatment.

70. Clarified at the Fourth World Conference on Women, Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action, Fourth World Conference on Women, Sept.15, 1995, Beijing, A/CONF. 177/20 and A/CONF. 177/20/Add. 1 §94-96, 98, 107(e) (“Reproductive health therefore implies that people are able to have a satisfying and safe sex life and that they have the capability to reproduce and the freedom to decide if, when, and how often to do so. Implicit in this last condition are the rights of men and women to be informed and to have access to safe, effective, affordable, and acceptable methods of family planning of their choice. Implicit in this are the rights of men and women to be informed of and to have access to safe, effective, affordable, and acceptable methods of fertility regulation of their choice, as well as other methods of their choice for regulation of fertility which are not against the law, and the right of access to appropriate health-care services that will enable women to go safely through pregnancy and childbirth and provide couples with the best chance of having a healthy infant.”).
72. Dr. Arie Herman, Chair of the Gynecology Association, at the Labor, Welfare and Health Comm., 6 (transcript 90, July 27, 2009) (Isr.) (concerning egg trade cases).
However, while this rhetoric was accepted in the Halperin committee, the scope of the right to procreation and the method binding it with other human rights were challenged in the second-generation discourse when Knesset members confronted and criticized the hegemonic narrative encouraging procreation:

Adv. Mira Hibner (the legal consultant of The Ministry of Health): The realization of parenthood is a divine value in the State of Israel. The Ministry of Health, the Ministry of Justice and the entire government thought that the value of parenthood had a price, let us call it compensation . . . We have to understand that when the Israeli government approved this bill, it saw parenthood for women who could not become parents without egg donation.

MK Zehava Gal-On (one of the few MK opposing compensated egg recruitment): This is an important value, but there are conflicting values. When you bring an overall proposal, you need to consider conflicting values and find the point of balance. This law is unbalanced.

Adv. Mira Hibner: I am willing to accept the criticism, but I am saying that the idea of this bill is a central idea that leads the State of Israel through many laws, and this is the realization of parenthood. Once we decided that this was the value, we tried as much as possible not to compromise other values. If we did not succeed 100 percent, I accept the criticism, but this is the main axis of this bill. We may be able to find a different balance. I would like to emphasize that the central axis of this law is the realization of parenthood for those who are unable to do so today.

Another quote also calls to reconsider the balance between conflicting rights: the rights of infertile patients to procreate and the right of women to bodily integrity:

As members of the Knesset, we have a responsibility to find balance between the desire for a child that you expressed in such a moving way, between the starting point that speaks to the realization of the right to parenthood — which in my opinion is a right, but I have to look at the overall picture — and other rights. When we think about how we can help women realize this right, we need to take into account other rights that are on the agenda. We need to think about how to solve one injustice without causing another injustice.

Despite stated opposition and the call for balance, this dialogue was followed by the testimony of a barren woman who shared her experience. The first-hand testimony naturally has a meaningful emotional effect on the audience, further strengthening the procreation narrative and the commitment to help infertile people.

The social-cultural importance given to procreation in Israel creates supremacy for the “Sanctity of Procreation” constitutive narrative over many other narratives. Pro-natal arguments overcome alternative narratives, which could have been chosen to criticize the extensive use of reproductive technology and to discover a narrower interpretation of the right to parenthood. But other narratives that serve as contrast to the voice of childless couples yearning for a child were either absent from the discussion or insufficiently addressed. For example, the position of egg-source women undergoing egg retrieval processes for the sole purpose of donation could not have been expressed because there had not been such recruitments in Israel prior to this discussion. A narrative favoring social parenthood (e.g., adoption rather than genetic parenthood) could have benefitted both the women and existing children who need families, but was absent from the discussion. Similarly, a narrative suggesting to limit the allocation of financial resources to support procreation could have compared fertility services to other medicines and treatments in need that could have been covered by national health resources. Such narratives could justifiably discourage extensive use of fertility services as part of national health resource, but this strategy was not used. Alternatively, options such as women undergoing treatments as sources for eggs, or undergoing altruistic crossed-donation (in which two people seeking separate donations each enlist a friend who altruistically and anonymously donates to the other person) could have been better explored and incentivized. Eventually, the bounded narrative method succeeds in obscuring differences due

76. On the supremacy of the reproduction narrative, see generally, Almog & Bassan, supra note 2.
77. Some say that the right to parenthood does not insist on biological parenthood and can be channeled toward social parenthood. Limiting practices that can help produce biological children could lead society back to adoption, which could benefit existing children in need of help. See Lisa S. Cahill, Moral Concerns About Institutionalized Gamete Donation, in New Ways of Making Babies: The Case of Egg Donation 70, 81 (Cynthia B. Cohen ed., 1996); Suzanne Holland, Contested Commodities at Both Ends of Life: Buying and Selling Gametes, Embryos, and Body Tissue, in Kennedy Inst. Ethics J. 263, 281 (2001); Radin, supra note 8, at 1931; Suzanne Rubin, A Sperm donor Baby Grows Up, in The Technological Woman: Interfacing with Tomorrow, 211, 215 (Jan Zimmerman, 1983). In Israel, the option of adoption as a replacement to biological parenthood was declined by the court in H.C 2401/95 Nahmani v. Nahman, 50(4) 661, 758 (1996) and was not a dominant narrative in the discussions.
78. See, e.g., Dr. Gad Potashnik, fertility counselor Clalit HMO, and Dr. Jacob Segal, Head of Women’s Health Dept., Macabbi HMO, The Labor, Welfare and Health Comm., 8, 10 (July 15, 2013) (transcript 57) (Isr.) (regarding the amendment of the egg donation regulations and compensation for egg recruitment).
79. E.g., Nili Eyal’s suggestion at the Sub-comm. of the Labor, Welfare and Health Comm. to follow up after the egg donation bill 2007, 15-18 (June 24, 2008) (transcript 3) (Isr.).
IV. THE RISKS: DOWN-PLAYING AND UP-PLAYING NARRATIVE

The egg recruitment procedure poses a physical risk on the body of the egg-source woman. First, an egg provider must undergo hormone stimulation to increase the number of eggs that can be harvested.\(^{80}\) Hormone treatment may cause side effects such as: nausea and headaches.\(^{81}\) Some women suffer hyperstimulation syndrome, a potentially life-threatening reaction.\(^{82}\) The process has also been claimed to expose women to a higher risk of contracting cancer later in life, although there are opposing views on this matters.\(^{83}\) Second, the egg provider undergoes trans-vaginal ultrasound aspiration, a surgical procedure in which the doctor removes the mature eggs from the woman’s body while she is under conscious sedation.\(^{84}\)

Policymakers, then, had to justify risking the health of the egg-source woman, and to decide what is the legitimate price of a policy that acknowledges parenthood as something that individuals must obtain, and the state is obligated to provide. Such justification requires estimating what the risks are, minimizing them, and protecting egg providers as much as possible as part of the policy. Some participants in the Halperin committee argued that the use of healthy women’s bodies should not be considered legitimate for the purpose of fulfilling someone else’s reproductive right, and that healthy women should not be exposed to physical risk unless they are saving other lives.\(^{85}\) Since there was a profound awareness of the egg recruitment risks taken by women not undergoing fertility treatment, in several meetings in the Halperin committee, the discussion focused on the questions:

[S]hould society and the Ministry of Health as a regulator allow any medical activity in a person’s body, even if she is healthy and even if it endangers her, just because she has an interest and a will to do it? Or do we still think that society should limit medical activity involving the body of a healthy person when she is not treated herself?\(^{86}\)


\(^{85}\) Professor Michaeli at the Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation 1-3 (transcript 7, June 28, 2000) (Isr.).

Dr. Halperin’s formal position (expressed retrospectively) was that there is no justification to compromise moral values, even in light of growing social pressure for eggs.87 However, risking egg-source women did not seem to be such a compromise. During discussions, when dealing with concerns, the risks were compared to socially accepted and legally permitted policies, such as surrogacy or organ donation: “The level of risk for an egg donor, even if she is not undergoing fertility treatment herself, is smaller than the risk of a woman giving birth or a surrogate mother.”88 “Our question is whether he [the last speaker] is right that it is truly immoral to risk one woman for another woman’s fertility when it comes down to a risk that is at least of a smaller magnitude than the risk involved in surrogacy, or he is wrong, and there are risks that are accepted for others?”89 “The risk involved in kidney donation is far greater. So we are not talking about a substantial risk to women’s lives, and I do not think that there is a substantial risk to her health.”90 These narratives aim to minimize the risks entailed in egg recruitment in comparison to greater risks that are widely accepted, such as the risks entailed in surrogacy. “Since the Surrogacy Act allows women to take risks for another woman, we have some sort of indication of what the legislator saw as socially acceptable, voluntary, informed risk-taking for the sake of one woman’s ideal to raise a child.”91 The understanding was that there is no justification to allow one type of risk and not the other.92

Moreover, speakers used practices in other countries to downplay the risk of egg recruitment: “It is impossible to ignore the fact that in all the countries that surround us and in all the advanced countries, egg donation is permitted, and if the risk was great, at least in the advanced countries it would not have been permitted.”93 “Once you compare the status of the surrogacy law to the law of egg donation, it makes it very easy to decide about egg donation because the surrogacy law is perhaps the most difficult and unapproved law in most countries of the world.”94 This method shows that if such risky practices are acceptable elsewhere, they should not be an impediment to compensated egg recruitment.

---

90. Shlomo Masiah, Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation, 3 (July 12, 2000) (transcript 8) (Isr.).
92. Mordechai Halperin, supra note 71, at 168.
Once a relatively small risk of egg recruitment was established, it is not surprising that the chosen narrative to describe the risk in the Halperin committee was that of negligible risk to the egg source.95 “The risk of a person in Israel dying in a car accident is pretty close to one in ten thousand a year. One in ten thousand is a higher risk than dying from an egg donation.”96 The justification for this evaluation is the need to help promote procreation. “The risk is minimal at the end of the day, and you can work with it. Otherwise we have nothing to do, and we have no reason to sit here. We have to solve a very difficult problem, and the only way to do so, in my opinion, is to approve the donation of eggs, but to do everything so that it will be done in a legal framework, so that it will be done in a controlled framework, in a way that will have laws and restrictions that will minimally endanger people.”97

One noteworthy view of the egg-source woman’s image concerns her medical status as a patient within the practice. While childless women are considered “patients who want to have a child,”98 an egg-source woman is “nobody’s patient.” She is “a healthy woman who wants to give eggs.”99 An underlying perception exposed here is that for the speaker, the egg provider is not a patient from the beginning; rather, she becomes a patient only once she has consented to donate and begins the process. As another speaker put it: “the moment she lies on the treating table, she becomes a patient.”100 However, if she is a potential egg source she should be considered a patient before she lies on the table. She should receive information in order to give informed consent and be examined to make sure that she can physically go through the procedure. The idea that she is not yet a patient is especially troubling, since this characterization was expressed in the context of informed consent that may indicate that the speaker is not taking the bioethical concept of informed consent seriously.101

95. Ben Rafael (minimal risk), Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation, 11 (July 12, 2000) (transcript 8) (Isr.); Dor (very low), id. at 18; Dr. Halperin (low risk) at the Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation, 35 (Sept. 6, 2000) (transcript 8) (Isr.); see generally Summary of the Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation, 1 (Sept. 13, 2000) (transcript 14) (Isr.). But see more than a year later. Adv. Hibner-Harel (the legal consultant of the Ministry of Health) at the Labor, Welfare and Health Comm. addressing fertility treatments and egg donation, 4 (Feb. 11, 2002) (transcript 469) (Isr.) (“In any invasive action there is a risk, even if and when we are told by the greatest experts that the risk is minimal, it still exists.”).


100. Mira Hibner-Hare, Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation, 23 (Sept. 27, 2000) (transcript 15) (Isr.) (“...but since she is not a patient, it is different”).

101. See Mordechai Halperin, Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation, 23 (Isr.) (Sept. 27, 2000) (transcript 15) (“but since she is not a patient, it is different.”).
The implication of this underlying assumption is that some fertility problems were treated more lightly than others based on who bore the risk: the childless woman or the egg-source woman. The most radical example involved members discussing a specific risk: the possibility that the egg-source women may not be able to bear children themselves because of complications that might follow the process of donation. The language used for childless women seeking eggs frames them as miserable and desperate. Barrenness is described as “agonies,” or “no less severe than cancer,” a condition that causes childless women “distress and suffering.” The same condition suffered by the egg-source women was surprisingly termed “not barrenness”: “Excuse me, a woman whose uterus and two ovaries have been removed is not barren. She can be given surrogacy services and another woman’s eggs.” While a “minimal risk to the egg-source woman” narrative functionally promotes the constitutive narrative of procreation, there is clear moral uncertainty in a practice that creates potential risks of infertility for women while treating the same problem for other women. The unconcerned attitude towards potential complications from egg recruitment, including removal of the uterus and ovaries, might be attributed to a lack of understanding of the volume of these risks. Nevertheless, in light of the terms used to describe infertility, it is doubtful whether a solution that may cause infertility in egg-source women is a truly ethical solution to a shortage of eggs. It may simply transfer the problem from one woman to another.

The way to protect egg-source women was the prevention of unnecessary risk. “As a state system, we need to be strict regarding a few things which we can’t do without. There is no organ trade, no risking women above and beyond so that afterward there is irreversible damage.” “When we talk about a woman entering a process that is not in her best interests—and I emphasize, it is not in her best interest—it is different from the case in which a woman undergoes fertility treatments for herself and in some cases donate. There, treatment for fertilization is really in her best interest. Therefore, the ‘volunteer’ should undergo several tests.”

But the state’s commitment to women is unsatisfactory since egg-source women were often under-addressed in terms of precautionary policy: “There is something troubling here: all the tests in the position paper are meant to prevent risk to those receiving the eggs. None of these tests are associated with the risks to the donor.” Moreover, when committee members discussed mandatory tests for the egg-source woman and the costs of these tests were quantified, committee

---

members seemed to support lower levels of state-assured protections for egg-source women.

I want to warn you that the more money is loaded on this issue, the more money you should be putting into the basket [of covered health services by the NHI]. It is very liberal to say maybe the family [will pay], and we’ll do most tests. As soon as it gets to the bottom line, the HMO will see how much it costs, which will determine whether to cover donation within the basket or not.\textsuperscript{106}

This prioritization of childless people and the money allocated to their problem over those of egg-source women is consistent with the view of the different medical status attributed to each one of the stakeholders.

While the professional Halperin Committee succeeded in maintaining the reproduction narrative by downplaying the risks involved in the procedure, similar intentions in the Knesset Committee faced resistance. In the second-generation discourse, many citations repeated the same methods of the Halperin Committee, stating that the “the risk is minimal, very small,”\textsuperscript{107} or that “there are fewer health risks than in surrogacy.”\textsuperscript{108} “Today, it is possible to recruit eggs without any hormonal treatment... so all the side effects and the risks you have mentioned—they do not happen anymore.”\textsuperscript{109} Nonetheless, this functional narrative was challenged by a few participants. Isha L’Isha, a feminist organization, decided to begin a public discourse, engaging with issues related to reproductive health. Its project “Women and Medical Technologies” focused on the interrelations between reproductive rights and technological developments and their social and economic implications for society, especially for women.\textsuperscript{110} Isha L’Isha’s representatives were present at the discussions and did not allow these risks to be downplayed, and thus, the minimal risk narrative was not unopposed. “There was no serious consideration of the risk to egg-source women, and the risks are many. Recent Israeli studies show an association between breast cancer and egg donation. There are problems involving ovarian hyper-stimulation, which might be the consequence of a conflict of interest for doctors who want to retrieve many oocytes in the absence of supervision.”\textsuperscript{111}

\textsuperscript{109} Adrian Elenbogen, The Labor, Welfare and Health Committee Comm. 13 (Feb. 18, 2008) (transcript 380) (Isr.).
\textsuperscript{111} Yali Hashash, The Labor, Welfare and Health Committee Comm. 11 (Feb. 18, 2008) (transcript 380) (Isr.).
Once counterarguments were put on the table, the field responded accordingly. Effectively, after the 2010 Egg Donation Bill passed, allowing compensated egg donation, women in Israeli society were hesitant to donate eggs. Between 2010 and 2014, there were only 4 women willing to donate. This lack of compliance with the law may suggest that potential egg-source women doubted the “minimal risk” narrative suggested by policy-makers, and may validate the power and influence of the conflicted discourse concerning risks in egg donation on women’s assessment of these risks. After the reimbursement rate doubled, raised from 10,000 to 20,000 NIS, there were 17 more egg-source women who found the payment worth the risk, though this was still not enough to meet the demand.\textsuperscript{112} The fact that the number of egg-source women quadrupled after prices increased suggests that for most women, this sort of risk was not worth taking for lower compensation. If the public perceived the risk in egg donation a “minimal risk,” women may be more willing to pursue this option for a small reimbursement. Egg donation was only considered by the target population after larger sums of money were involved, compatible with how this population evaluated the risk.

Unlike the Halperin committee, the bill in front of the Knesset committee included egg donation both for reproduction and for use in research (e.g., in genetic or stem cell research).\textsuperscript{113} The issue of eggs used for research purposes is not based on the constitutive narrative supporting procreation. Addressing egg use for research, therefore, created many different conflicts, balances, and justifications, which diverted arguments and points of balance, and tainted the coherence of the arguments and understandings involved. In the second-generation discourse women representatives doubted whether research was a purpose that justified potential risks to egg-source women.\textsuperscript{114} While the cultural perception of reproduction in Israel was strong enough to outweigh the interests of egg-source women, the social perception of research promotion was not as strong. Risks caused by egg recruitment were weighed differently and considered by many unjustifiable. Nevertheless, despite concerns regarding the exposure of healthy women (not undergoing egg retrieval as part of their personal treatment) to medical risks in exchange for reimbursement, the Knesset discussions resulted in a law supporting a compensated egg donation for the purpose of reproduction, but limited the allocation of eggs for research purposed to twenty percent of retrieved eggs or two eggs (the lower).

\textsuperscript{112} The Labor, Welfare and Health Comm., 2 (June 25, 2014) (transcript 258) (Isr.).
\textsuperscript{113} Egg Donation Bill, 5767-2007, 289 HH (Mar. 19, 2007) (Isr.)
\textsuperscript{114} See, e.g., Dr. Talya Geva, a doctor and researcher in the IVF unit at Shaare Zedek Hospital at the Sub-committee of the Labor, Welfare and Health Committee Comm. to follow up after the egg donation bill 2007, 7 (transcript 5, Oct. 28, 2008) (Isr.).
V. The Exchange of Money - Softened Rhetoric

Each narrative has a certain intensity, constructed in different ways and stemming from the meanings of words used and their contexts. A “soft” narrative can weaken an opposing narrative by showing it in a softer light and lower its volume in a way that provides an advantage to the desired narrative. A process in which a “softened” opposing narrative is discussed is stronger than a process in which the narrative is entirely missing or unaddressed. In this way, the opposing narrative does not disappear. On the contrary, it is formally presented, though in practice it appears in a weaker format that makes it dismissible. In the same way, softened rhetoric can introduce a new, less conventional concept in a more palatable light. Such presentation avoids provoking resistance and allows for the acceptance of new ideas—without majorly destabilizing existing conventions.

In the Halperin committee, this strategy has been used to address two leading issues that demonstrate a conflict between the negative organ trade narrative and the welcome altruistic gift narrative: (1) whether compensated recruitment is a donation or a sale; and (2) whether the reimbursement is payment or compensation?

A. Donation or Sale?

The discourse in the first generation (the Halperin Committee) implicates a dual approach to the market. On one hand, market terminology is consistently used to show that a shortage in the egg supply exists, countered by high demand: “There is a problem in the market – that there are insufficient women who are egg donors, and you do not have enough supply to offer women who want eggs.” “Two places that were ‘in the business’ [of egg donation] closed their businesses.” “We are interested in increasing the supply.” “At present, there is a shortage of eggs in the country, where thousands of women need egg donations.” Supply, demand, and shortage are legitimate terms in commercial or legal relationships and functionally lead the listener toward the market sphere. This discourse is not only limited to the discourse regarding egg donation, but also appears in other contexts, such as organ donation or surrogacy. The description of a great demand for eggs serves the reproduction narrative and its derivative narrative of a reimbursed egg donation, because it encourages action to

---

115. Yovel, supra note 10, at 295.

116. Regarding prostitution, some terms can camouflage oppression: for example, calling the pimp a “boyfriend” or “manager.” See Melissa Farley, Prostitution, Trafficking, and Cultural Amnesia: What We Must Not Know in Order to Keep the Business of Sexual Exploitation Running Smoothly, 18 YALE J. L. & FEMINISM 109, 123 (2006).


120. Halperin, Sub-committee of the Labor, Welfare and Health Comm. to follow up after the egg donation bill 2007, 17 (June 24, 2008) (transcript 3) (Isr.).
reduce the shortage, and thus enforces the natalist narrative. The use of “hard” market rhetoric highlights the need to expand sources for ova in light of an existing shortage and the misery felt by childless couples. Using the concept of “the awful scarcity in eggs,”121 which involves an economic term (“scarcity”), serves the procreation narrative and the derivative narrative of reimbursed egg donation because demand encourages action to reduce the shortage and thus enforces the natalist narrative. Describing the great demand for eggs implies a potential field where solutions can be found: the market.

On the other hand, such a conclusion contradicts the perception that selling organs is a negative phenomenon, which may compromise the unique value of the human body, and thus, violate bodily integrity either because egg donation imposes a risk on a healthy woman or because it involves monetary compensation.122 Statements stemming from the constitutive narrative concerning the body view commodification of the body negatively: “Organ trafficking, organ trade, is a terrible phenomenon, a disgusting thing.”123 In the discussions, there are concerns about “ugly commodification,”124 or “commodification of eggs, black, between one woman and another.”125 Discussions in both committees show an awareness of potential exploitation in egg recruitment process, which could impact the body and its unique value. “When a person does something that includes risk and suffering, the financial incentive might increase the exploitation.”126 In a similar context, potential risks of hyper-stimulation are described with powerful, violent words, such as “squeezing,” “abuse,” and “stealing:” “The attempt to ‘squeeze’ women’s bodies by extracting an egg quantity which is almost ten times what is acceptable . . . [a]fter all, these doctors know the enormous health risks that could result from recruiting 100 eggs instead of ten eggs.”127 These words are often used in the context of bad ethics, or trade in organ and thus they raise a negative connotation.

When Israel’s potential involvement in egg trade is depicted, this involvement is clearly condemned: “It [cross-border practices used by Israeli citizens] has become anti-Semitic. Who is stealing and trading in eggs? The Jews;”128 “We

121. MK Dalia Rabin-Philosoph, The 15th Knesset, 102 (Feb 16, 2000) (transcript 86) (Isr.).
123. MK Nissim Ze’ev, The 16th Knesset, 114 (July 15, 2003) (transcript 45) (Isr.).
127. MK Eliyahu Ben Menachem, The 15th Knesset, 102 (Feb 16, 2000) (transcript 86) (Isr.) (regarding suspect for trade in eggs taken from women undergoing fertility procedures).
128. Id., Halperin’s words are in page 3. (Emphasis added).
cannot turn this country into an egg trade center and bring all types of people here, and women will be exploited for 50 Shekels;” \[129\] “It [the egg recruitment practice] has become commercial.” \[130\] These sorts of arguments were also prominent in the second-generation discourse: “Socially, we do not want to get to the situation where people trade organs from their bodies. We do not want to get to this situation.” \[131\] “We, as a state, are against organ trade.” \[132\] The anti-trade narrative intends to oppose competing narratives that might involve diminishing the unique value of the body. These examples imply that, unlike objects that are sold, organs are perceived as something with unique value, and therefore, trading the body often raises objections. The expressed attitude toward organ trade may indicate that had the term “egg sale” been used, this phrasing could have discouraged compensated egg donation and diverted the discussion towards prohibition of financial compensations, rather than encouraging it. \[133\]

Nevertheless, the possibility of voluntary donation, without any financial reimbursement and purely stemming from women’s desire to help patients who need ova, was dismissed. \[134\] Before the Halperin committee’s formation and throughout the committee discussions, it was widely believed that “without adequate compensation, women will not donate. Period. Even today, many of the women who undergo fertility treatments do not donate unless they receive adequate compensation.” \[135\] As other participants put it: “I don’t think that tomorrow women will stand in line to donate unless we pay them;” \[136\] “most of the women will be those needing money, there will not be women dreaming of donating eggs, of getting the treatment and of going through anesthesia... In Israel, the financial element will be the central motivation;” \[137\] “the name of the game, let’s face it, is

133. Cf. with regard to single mothers selling kidneys, MK Reshef Chen at the Comm. for the Promotion of Women’s Status concerning the requests of single mothers to sell their kidneys, 2 (transcript 14, May 20, 2003) (“This is a red light that indicates that we have crossed a red line that was absolutely forbidden to pass.”); Id. at 5 (“There is a consensus that the sale of kidneys is not a solution. This is a red light and unacceptable.”); Id. at 5 (“It should be a red light for all of us: for society, for the legislator as the representative of society, and for the government as a decision maker.”); Id. at 12 (“All these moves, not only are they illegal – but also inhuman and immoral, they are also unhealthy... This is a scandal that must be prevented.”).
136. MK Nissim Ze’ev, The 15th Knesset, 70 (March 5, 2001) (transcript 181) (Isr.).
money;”138 “there are altruistic aspects, but I think that the financial consideration will be the most significant.”139 These examples acknowledge that women’s motives are not solely altruistic and that financial compensation is an incentive for women who seek to provide eggs out of economic need. Most likely, these women are from economically disadvantaged populations (e.g., single mothers, etc.).

After constructing a vision of the market as a possible sphere where solutions to the egg shortage crisis could be discovered, the egg donation bill was designed to provide incentives to women who agreed to donate. Forfeiting the language of trade by using a soft term “donation” rather than “sale” to describe the exchange of money involved, the bill diminished the discomfort of addressing the body as a tradable object and diverted from the narrative of potential exploitation of vulnerable women seeking to earn money. This softened rhetoric also bridged the gap between an anti-trade narrative and the understanding that women not undergoing fertility treatment may consent to a risky donation procedure because of financial need and created the idea that a gift is being given.

The procedure, eventually, came to be perceived as an appreciated donation. Egg-source women not undergoing fertility treatments were therefore called “volunteer donors;”140 “the criteria is volunteering to donate eggs;”141 “in the public service donors will be only volunteers, paid volunteers.”142 This rhetoric may camouflages market terms that should describe the actual meaning of the transaction: money in exchange for the eggs, in other words, buying and selling eggs.143 Such obscuring may indicate that the public views payment for eggs as immoral. This article uses the more neutral expression “egg-source women” in order to avoid softened rhetoric, such as “donors” or “volunteers.”

In the second-generation of discourse (the Knesset committee), all the steps that had helped maintain the dynamic of the softened narrative in the Halperin committee were challenged: the risks involved, the perception of women as “donors,” their motivations, and the real meaning of the procedure. Decision-makers were faced with “hard” rhetoric and strong challenges to the policies they wanted to justify. For example, the gender researcher Yofi Tirosh challenged the term “donor.”144 The “hard” narrative she used to replace the “soft” one profoundly disturbed and impacted her audience, but Tirosh insisted to use the word “supplier” or “seller” instead of “donor”:

140. Halperin, supra note 71, proposed bill, art. 1.
141. Dr. Halperin at the Pub.-Prof.Comm. Concerning Egg Donation, 19 (Sept. 6, 2000) (transcript 13) (Isr.).
142. Professor Ben Rafael at the Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation, 37 (July 12, 2000) (transcript 8) (Isr.).
I do not understand much about biology, but I want to talk about the interests of women. [...] There are patients, potential donors, or suppliers, which is the correct word.

Mira Hibner: I do not like the word.

Zehava Gal-On: That’s a terrible word.

Mira Hibner: That’s really an irrelevant word.

Nurit Babnik: The terminology is very important.

Zehava Gal-On: It’s important, but it’s awful.

Mira Huebner: It’s terrible.

Yofi Tirosh: I want to call a spade a spade, because I think it’s unethical. We need to call a spade a spade in order to understand that this is unethical. I do not know of a woman who has consented to go through a tormenting course of hormonal therapy, which is paralyzing, dangerous, invasive, under full anesthesia, out of altruism. Maybe if she was donating to her sister, I could have understood. We should not allow the independent course of women who will allegedly provide eggs altruistically, out of love for science and progress. They will not provide eggs but sell eggs. Those who sell eggs do so for reasons of severe distress, and their consent is not always informed . . . There is a conspiracy of silence around this issue, especially in Israel. Women do not talk about the side effects. They [women] are grateful for the possibility, so they do not talk about the side effects or the damage, and their doctors are not willing to talk either because of the tremendous value in motherhood: each equation of cost-benefit is completely silenced. This is regarding the “supplier”, or the “seller”, whom I think should be removed from the discussion. \[145\]

In the Knesset committee, the bill was not perceived as positively as it had been in the Halperin committee. Many citations pointed out that the suggested policy is practically egg trade: “you incentivize trade;”\[146\] “this is the most commercialized phrasing;”[147] “I think that we are dealing with organ trade.” \[148\] Resistance was so strong that there were calls to undermine the starting point of the bill, and to forbid women not undergoing fertility treatment to be paid in exchange for eggs, as elucidated in this example:

\[145\] Id. (emphasis added).
\[148\] Jacob Segal, The Labor, Welfare and Health Comm. regarding the amendment of the egg donation regulations (compensation for egg recruitment), 99 (July 15, 2013) (transcript 57) (Isr.).
Dr. Ze’ev Aronson: The alternatives exist. On the contrary - we are doing what the minority, not the majority [of states] does, and I think we are on a slippery slope. We inappropriately over-interfere. . . . We actually open the door for the use of eggs, the trade of eggs, and by egg screening, the creation of a superior race, someone without problems. We push into things that we should have avoided. We enter unsafe ground that not many people would like to step onto.

Spokesman: So what is your suggestion?

Dr. Ze’ev Aronson: I suggest not to do [. . . .] At this stage, do not allow imports . . . and egg donations. One woman should not risk her life for the other one to get pregnant, and organ trade should be prohibited.

Acting Chairman Yair Peretz: To trade I agree with you.

Dr. Ze’ev Aronson: This is to trade.

Acting Chairman Yair Peretz: This is not trade, this is to donate.

Dr. Ze’ev Aronson: Sir, risking the life of one woman — even if only minimally — to cure another woman, is to trade. There is no difference. There is no difference whether it is an egg or a kidney that you bought from her — all in the name of saving human life. On the contrary — a kidney donor is saving lives when this [egg donation] is only meant to create new life [. . . ] Life-threatening risk is minimal, but it exists. Women die of these actions [. . . ] If it is forbidden to give a kidney, it is forbidden to give eggs. I cannot see how we are sitting here and so righteously saying, It is permitted because of the pressure, because women are suffering.” Isn’t there pressure on behalf of those who want a kidney? What happened? How can you separate these things? Is not it a part of a person’s organs? Because this is an egg, it is not an organ? Sorry. It’s the highest level of hypocrisy and it is present throughout this whole discussion. You have to at least be honest and say — that’s the way it is, we trade in organs.149

Even after the law had passed and suggestions for amendments had been discussed, discussants were still challenging the arrangements: “I think this is indeed organ trade. I think this is a business law for hospitals, a source for additional income. Are we aware of the fact that we are taking a healthy girl and pumping her full of many drugs with side effects that can cause ovarian hyper-stimulation, thromboembolic processes, and even death?”150 The softened rhetoric of

---

149. The Labor, Welfare and Health Comm. addressing fertility treatments and egg donation, 11–13 (Feb. 11, 2002) 469 (Isr.).
150. Dr. Jacob Segal at the Labor, Welfare and Health Comm. regarding the amendment of the egg donation regulations (compensation for egg recruitment), 9 (July 15, 2013) (transcript 57) (Isr.).
"donation" in the second-generation discourse neither covered up for a sale in organs nor for its price, the risk on healthy young women’s bodies for the benefit of another woman.

B. PAYMENT OR COMPENSATION?

The perception of women receiving money for eggs forced the Halperin committee to address the meaning of the payment that egg-source women obtained, and to make understandable the concept of monetary exchange related to the practice. There was an understanding that women should be paid. However, to avoid the difficulties surrounding organ trade, many speakers retreated from the idea that the suggested policy involved a trade in body parts: “This is not a commercial activity. Rather, this is an activity that is meant to help poor women who want children to call themselves ‘mom.’” As I understand, the payment compensates the woman. We are not paying her for selling part of her body; these things are prohibited by law, so I understand [...] that there is no intention of setting a price to sell a property. There never was, and I don’t believe it ever will exist; I don’t go into ethical matters, but I don’t believe that the state of Israel will allow selling organs.” “We are not dealing with trade, we are giving some kind of compensation for suffering.” It is clear that egg trade is an undesirable narrative that policy-makers try to avoid.

The quotes imply an understanding that the egg recruitment process either involves suffering and/or expenses that should be compensated: “Actually, we are paying her for medical expenses she might have, for the need to go through these medical treatments, for suffering, for distress, I really don’t know, but I guess this is what it would be like.” “She is not compensated for eggs, she does not sell eggs, she gets compensation for the treatment, punctures, suffering, and so on.” “The compensation will prevent suffering and losses from impeding women to donate.”

The function of the softer term “compensation” is to avoid the concept of eggs as the commodity paid for, which may be considered ‘trade.’ Speakers explicitly differentiated between compensation for egg donation and organ trade: “As a state, we have etched on our flag that there is no organ trade, and since we have done so, one does not pay for the donation, but for the fact that a person has

151. Dr. Yafe, Dr. Katan, and Dr. Adato at the Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation, 26–27 (May 24, 2000) (transcript 4) (Isr.).
152. Minister of Health Danny Nave, The 16th Knesset, 50 (June 24, 2003) (transcript 36) (Isr.).
suffered inconvenience, something like that. You are not paying her out of gratitude for her donation, because then we are in the niche called organ trade.”

“Nobody is talking about buying, but about a certain compensation for what she lost and suffered for the donation.”

Through the help of softened rhetoric, a more delicate narrative was constructed that dismissed the trade narrative and emphasized that the payment is considered compensation, often for inconvenience or suffering stemming from the egg recruitment process.

The method of softened rhetoric uses gentle language, presenting the narrative in a weaker light to camouflage potentially concerning perceptions about market in eggs, and shifting the conversation away from the organ trade. Since the process involves expenses, the chosen narrative was that women should be reimbursed for their losses: “She will have to get paid for loss of time and money.”

“You give her the compensation, or you cover for expenses she will not have to bear. This is the difference between giving her compensation and having her pay for the process she is undergoing.”

Moreover, taking a risk without compensation is perceived as unfair, and thus, payment is appropriate: “How do you respond to those who claim that in fact, if we do not compensate her, we exploit her? The doctor, the nurse, the hospital – all of them get paid but the [egg-source] woman, who is also in pain, she is the only one prohibited from receiving compensation for her suffering. How do we respond to the claim that we are actually exploiting this woman?”

“She shouldn’t suffer because she had expenses and maybe lost income during this period.”

The softened concept of compensation as a form of reimbursement for expenses counters the claim that the practice is exploitative and enables compensated egg donation, which promotes the constitutive reproduction narrative. Yet this concept is not without problems. Under the definition of “expenses,” it is unclear which expenses should be reimbursed and according to what rate. If we consider the diverse lifestyles and salaries of women, time is not equally valuable, and salaries are varied, so different women have different expenses. Moreover, expenses involved in the practice should be taxed. To confront this problem, policymakers needed a new concept in
which payment was not intended to compensate for expenses but was a “payment for her consent and the fact that she is undergoing the procedure.”\textsuperscript{164}

However, some indications expose the real meaning behind “compensation” and raise ethical challenges involved in the suggested policy: first, if a woman had undergone the procedure, including suffering and time loss, but changed her mind, she is not entitled to the “compensation.” “... Obviously, if she changes her mind, she should pay back the expenses... She got paid for expenses, since she donated for someone else. If she wants them [eggs] for herself, there is no justification to pay her for them.”\textsuperscript{165} The “no eggs – no compensation” approach implies that the compensation is given in exchange for the tissue itself.

Second, committee members were well aware that changing the name of the payment is a rhetorical trick and the rhetoric itself does not change the meaning of the payment: “Everybody who sits here clearly understands that there would be payment. The question is whether the payment will be made with the help of ‘the name’ [HaShem] or without the help of ‘the name.’ By ‘the name,’ I mean the name of the payment. Will payment be allowed if we change its name from ‘payment’ to ‘compensation,’ meaning, payment with the help of changing the name, or, we do not prohibit receiving payment, and it will be allowed without needing to change its name.?\textsuperscript{166} “We can make a decision that the payment will not be called ‘payment’ for eggs, but rather, overall ‘compensation’ for all the suffering and the losses... [t]he payment will be an overall ‘payment’ for the sorrow, suffering, and bodily damages involved in egg donation.”\textsuperscript{167} Similarly, decision-makers used softened rhetoric to overcome political obstacles: “I think it is much better to call it compensation; it sounds better, and we will not get into problems related to organ donations, etc.”\textsuperscript{168}

Either the use of the term “compensation” camouflages an unethical payment or if the only difference between “payment” and “compensation” is the name, both terms are interchangeable. If the difference between acceptable “compensation” and “payment” is arbitrary, decision-makers should not have minded using the term “payment,” which should be considered acceptable. Alternatively, there is something wrong with the word “payment” and simply changing the name does not change the problematic meaning. Given the effort policy-makers made to soften this term, they do not seem convinced that this term is arbitrary. It is therefore unlikely that changing the name to a “softer,” more palatable term changes the real meaning behind the payment.


\textsuperscript{165} Id.

\textsuperscript{166} Halperin, Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation 28 (May 24, 2000) (transcript 4) (Isr.) (“HaShem” means “God” in Hebrew but can also be translated as “the name.” Ironically, this expression has a double meaning: either “with the help of the name (of the payment),” or “with the help of God.”)


\textsuperscript{168} Rabbi Menachem Bornstein, Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation 36 (May 24, 2000) (transcript 4) (Isr.).
C. Exploited or Autonomous? Protected or Abandoned? The Image of Egg-Source Women in the Discussions

The image of women involved in egg donation can affect the perception of the practice and its acceptableness. A narrative that involves “weak” women exposing themselves to risk for money might paint a negative depiction of the practice and lead to policy that prohibits women from undergoing procedures that might be exploitative, such as egg donation. A narrative that involves “strong” women who can protect themselves (or be protected by the law) and autonomously choose to donate their eggs can serve as a basis for policy that will allow women to provide eggs in exchange for money.

In the Halperin committee, several uses of the constitutive narrative imply a dual perception of women, framing them as both vulnerable and autonomous individuals. On the one hand, speakers did not perceive the egg-source women as particularly “strong,” but rather as individuals who required protection from potentially harmful commercialization. Sources show severe concerns and address the issue of protecting the health and bodies of the egg-source women, since the process of egg donation is not risk-free:169 “We should take care of the donors,”170 “I must protect the volunteer;”171 “We come with an offer to women here. They are healthy, whole, and fine; there is nothing wrong with them. Now I tell them: I will offer you some financial compensation. Donate your eggs for other women. From that moment on, I think we should treat them extra carefully.”172 “We will emphasize protecting women. Women will not be an endless source of egg recruitment – neither for reproduction nor for research purposes. Not only does it hurt, it is also dangerous. Egg trade should be avoided.”173 Policy-makers emphasized that they are not disregarding egg-source women:

It is precisely out of the anxiety that we have after hearing from the woman who wants to receive a donation, and out of ethical considerations that we are being asked to deal with [with regard to the prohibition of organ trade], precisely to defend the dignity of women, the sanctity of life, and out of the belief that women should give birth to their own children—we cannot afford that in the end, the considerations that guide us would be improper.174

169. For the risks involved in egg donation (relevant around the time of these debates), see Robert Steinbrook, Egg Donation and Human Embryonic Stem-Cell Research, 354 NEW. ENG. J. MED. 324, 326 (2006).
171. Shenkar, Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation, 37 (Aug. 16, 2000) (transcript 11) (Isr.); see also Eliyahu Ben Menachem, The 15th Knesset, 101 (Feb. 16, 2000) (transcript 86) (Isr.). (“The theft of eggs is like the theft of any other organ from the body. If the suspicions are correct, we have turned into a third world country, where it is dangerous to go in for the simplest operation, since doctors may steal—by mistake maybe—your kidney, your lung, and sell it for money.”)
173. MK Mel Polishuk Bloch, The 16th Knesset, 60 (Dec 29, 2003) (transcript 88) (Isr.).
They also address the argument that impoverished women would provide eggs only because they need the money. They want them to do that, but not because of financial pressure. “We do not want to reach a situation in which as a result of financial pressure, women will go and volunteer to donate for the [financial] benefit they will receive. We want to prevent this.”

On the other hand, a softened rhetoric that emphasizes “donation,” accompanied by the positive vision of an altruistic choice to help, leads to the concept of egg-source women as strong, autonomous women “who wish to donate eggs.”

“I saw an article on a television news magazine; she [the egg-source woman] says that she is doing it with all her heart, and she feels good about it, and she donates, and it makes her feel good.” The narrative manipulates feminists’ arguments, partially using them to highlight women’s autonomy to donate. It was easier to accept that “the donation itself is because the donor wants to help others.” The “autonomous women” functional narrative helped to promote the constitutive narrative of procreation. If women are strong, they are not exploited. This way, the practice is perceived as a positive expression of the woman’s freedom over her body.

In the second-generation discourse, while speakers justified compensated recruitment by stressing women’s autonomy to choose to sell their eggs, they posed limits on this presumed autonomy. In several contexts, narratives showed a lack of confidence in women’s autonomy. First, when suspicion arose that women might prefer to donate their eggs for research purposes rather than for reproduction, the right to bodily autonomy was doubted: “We feared that there would be many more women willing to donate for research rather than for reproduction. According to the psychological structure of a woman—as opposed to a man who donates sperm—she prefers to donate for research, motivated by Zionism rather than by money.” If autonomy is a necessary condition and justifies compensated recruitment, women’s autonomous-will should not be a reason for “fear.” Rather, women’s preferences should be supported and informed.

Second, to ensure fully-informed consent, Isha L’Isha demanded that medical expenses related to egg donation not covered by the National Health Insurance should be nationally covered. When this suggestion was declined, the organization’s representative insisted that the possibility of uninsured or uncovered expenses should be clearly articulated in the informed consent form. Despite

176. MK Ahmed Tibi, The 15th Knesset, 104 (Feb 16, 2000) (transcript 86) (Isr.).
179. See also Gregory Stock, Eggs for Sale: How Much Is Too Much?, 1 AM. J. BIOETH. 26, 27 (2001) (comparing the vulnerability of childless people and that of donors in) (“Surely a childless couple inquiring about the possibilities of IVF and yearning for a child is no less vulnerable than a young intelligent college student being offered money to donate eggs.”).
growing confidence in women’s desire to use their autonomy to help childless women, the fear of losing potential egg providers failed Isha L’Isha’s proposal: “We will not write that there is no insurance, or else we are losing our time here, because no one will show up... we inform them what is included: there is the National Health Insurance Act, medical malpractice, doctor visits – make your decision within the shekels that you get. But let’s make it clear. I will not write in the informed consent form that there is no insurance.”¹⁸¹ Not only did this decision to omit information about uninsured expenses endanger the possibility of creating fully-informed consent—a basic demand involved in every medical treatment and even more important in elective treatments—the state representative (Ministry of Health) revealed a problematic position regarding protection provided by the state:

Nathan Samoch: “The state’s starting point is that it does not accept responsibility it has nowhere else: to be completely accountable for a woman undergoing treatments.

[...] Hedva Eyal: Your justification became exploitative once we reach the domain of basic health rights. After the donation, it is the woman who will have to deal with hospitals and lawyers.

Zehava Gal-On: When she comes to donate, you treat her as someone who is undertaking a heroic action, by donating to research and to other women; but if something happens to her, the state says it is not accountable.

Nathan Samoch: A person who is being treated in Israel today should not do heroic deeds... What a person deserves within the covered medicines and treatments, she will receive, but if she cannot prove medical malpractice, she will not get more than that.

Zehava Gal-On: But it’s not the same.

Nathan Samoch: Why is it not the same?

Zehava Gal-On: Because you expect me [a woman] to donate.

Nathan Samoch: Even if it is a voluntary action, and a person did not invite it [the harm], a person does not get things beyond that.”¹⁸²

The choice of narrative sheds light on the status of egg-source women within the practice. Narratives demonstrate that egg-source women are considered less worthy, thus used and discarded. While the state’s duty toward the childless was to help at any price, sources for women do not portray the same devotion. The egg-source woman metamorphoses into national values, religious Mitzvahs, or the personal realizations of others’ goals. The women’s bodies were fragmented into organs to be paid for. Risking the body becomes a tool that serves this value, Mitzva or realization. It is important to note, though, that the commodified body is that of the egg-source woman. The woman who becomes a mother, fulfilling her dream of parenthood, is not commodified. As a result, the bodies of egg-source women are excluded from the generative narrative of the unique value of the human body and become replaceable: “It’s easier for me to deal with donors, it’s hard for me to deal with recipients. It’s hard for me to say no to a woman. It’s easy for me to deal with donors. Donors do this either for altruistic motives or for money, and I can take her or another; it is not the same for the recipient.”

Throughout the discussion, softer narratives helped to create a more positive vision of procedures that may lead to a compensated egg donation. A sale becomes donation, payment becomes compensation, rather than potential exploitation – women’s autonomous-will to donate is emphasized (although exploitation can happen in spite of autonomous will). Softened rhetoric failed to prevent the bill from becoming a law, and this article does not claim that it necessarily should have. However, it assisted in making this reality more palatable.

VI. CONFRONTING COUNTERARGUMENTS - RESPONDING METHODS

Rhetoric methods are used not only to convince the audience in an argument, but also to repel criticism and present the wishful policy as the only possible option the speaker has, while its shortcomings are out of the scope of discussion or the responsibility of others (at time the criticizing body). Speakers use “surrendered rhetoric” to justify their actions as if they are positioned in a reality that binds them to one desirable option to which they must adhere, or surrender. Or, they use diverting rhetoric to present some alternatives as being out of the scope of discussion or of the speaker’s responsibility.

A. CONSTRAINED NARRATIVES – SURRENDERED RHETORIC

Surrendered rhetoric accepts this status quo as something that is indisputable and offers the decision-maker only one option for action. Socially and economically, the cries of childless women put pressure on policy-makers to expand the egg supply. Selective word choice throughout the discussions builds a strong foundation for empathy and compassion toward childless patients. In fact, “Many women [have] turned to the committee and to me personally and simply begged to become pregnant. They have fertility problems and need egg

donation.”

Professor Mashiah expressed the pressure he is under: “There are 400 women on the list who call me every day, begging, and I do not want to receive them, because I have no answer for them.”

Discussions took place in an atmosphere, Israeli society, in which the socio-cultural supremacy of the narrative of reproduction was established, and it was obvious that “the right to receive fertility treatment is given to any person.”

Compensated egg donation was a practical tool to face the political pressure. The “no other choice” narrative was present in both discourse generations and used as a functional narrative to indicate a lack of alternatives to permitting compensated egg donation, despite the ethical concerns involved. This tool was often used as an answer to arguments either pointing out problems with reimbursed recruitment (such as exposing healthy women to unnecessary risks) or with potential organ trade. The narrative usually demonstrates how such problems are less important than meeting the needs of childless people:

With regard to the value of the law and the issue of trade in organs: this is not trade in organs. The value of the law here is very high. We know that there are many women who reach a situation where there is no solution for them, and we, as a country, cannot tell them: go transgress in foreign fields. We need to give them a solution within the State of Israel.

I am against trade in organs and organs should not be traded. But gentlemen, let’s not ignore the fact — at least in my previous job as a social worker for many years — this phenomenon of a woman who cannot get pregnant entails a lot of emotions, a lot of suffering.

As Dr. Halperin retrospectively explained the rationales of the recommendations raised in the committee he chaired, he states, “The committee heard the objections and decided that the level of risk is very low, so the risks for the volunteering donors can be balanced with the needs of the recipient to have children. This was the idea of the Halperin committee. We all acknowledge the value of having offspring, so there was no problem in balancing them [the risk and the needs].”

These quotes show that the reproduction narrative, compared to any

---

other narrative, is emotionally intense and rationally hard to argue with. As one speaker noted, “All these arguments, as heavy as they are, are negligible compared to the possible final result in these cases: parenthood and bringing a child into this world.”

By choosing the “no choice” method, policy-makers can allow themselves to admit the ethical problems created by the policy that they support, but justify it on “practical” grounds. “She rightly said that it [compensated egg donation] was to go and exploit the lower strata in the country, to which I naturally objected, because it starts from eggs and will continue to other things. The only compromise is that you have to be practical about this.” “We have no choice; this is the situation we are in; we must do it.” “There are no eggs for transplantation. To encourage donation, we have made this bill.” “If you take a woman and you give her money in exchange for her donation, it is an unethical act; it is an ethical problem, ethical dilemma. . . Either to allow or to prevent is bad; one is bad for the donor and one is bad for the recipient of the donation, but this is how things are.”

Another version of this method is comparing the desired policy to worse alternatives, thereby framing the desired policy as the lesser of two evils. In doing so, other significant arguments are easily dismissed. For example, by the second-generation of discourse, the practice of cross-border egg purchase (from foreign women in other countries) was much more prominent. Some women complained about the difficulties faced by HMOs in covering costs of implementations of imported eggs (because the National Health Insurance Law does not include in the basket of covered services fertility-related services undergone abroad). In 2005, the Ministry of Health’s director reacted by issuing a directive to the HMOs stating that implementation procedures done in Israel—even of imported fertilized ova—must be included in the basket of services covered by the state. The health funds had to pay for the part of the procedure performed in Israel, but not for the component of obtaining, producing, and fertilizing the eggs abroad. Since egg donation abroad affected the continuation of IVF treatments in Israel, the HMOs had to include at least one service provider prepared to carry out such treatments abroad. Once the standard of care abroad was the same as the standard in Israel, the practice became common in Israel. Many of these arrangements were conducted by Israeli doctors, some of whom had attended the discussions.

190. MK Achmad Tibi, the 15th Knesset, 47 (July 19, 2000) (transcript 134) (Isr.).
In Knesset committee discussions (the second-generation discourse), the “no choice” narrative appeared in another version: this narrative suggested that if Israel did not choose the proposed solution of compensated recruitment, people would seek egg donations abroad, where the medical and ethical implications would be worse.197 “The alternative to not accepting this law will be the continuation of the existing situation, in which donors and recipients go abroad and there is no supervision.”198 “Is going abroad better?”199 “This child is the peak of a couple’s aspirations in most cases, especially in the State of Israel. This problem should not be ignored and adding to it more trouble is a pity. You have to find the solution and pass it right away. The case in Romania is just one. Romania, Ukraine, Prague, Cyprus, in all these places there are [dubious practices]. They have not been caught yet, they have not been found yet, but there are all these places. Therefore, there is no choice. We should address this issue and solve it because we must find a solution for all those people who justifiably want children.”200 This method allows the speakers to justify the policy on “practical” grounds that cross-border markets flourish, and that problems can be better monitored when they are taking place nationally. “The suggested bill responds to our concerns regarding the donor and the recipient. This [concern] does not exist today, when women have to go abroad”;201 “We can control what is happening in Israel; we cannot control what goes on abroad.”202 “What happens in Israel is controllable. What happens abroad — we cannot control.”203 These arguments leave “no choice” but to accept the “desirable” option: nationally supervised commodification.

In another example, a speaker brought up the idea that there may be worse forms of trade in response to a different model of donation, crossed-egg-donation (in which two people seeking separate donations each enlists a friend who altruistically and anonymously donates to the other person), expressing concern that money would be secretly paid to women who agree to be enlisted as donors. This speaker argued that

197. See Masiah, Labor, Welfare and Health Comm., 16 (transcript 197, Aug. 17, 2000). (“In the meanwhile, people are buying eggs from Romania, Russia, and Cyprus.”); Professor Mashiach at the Pub.-Prof. Committee Concerning Egg Donation 4 (transcript 8, July 12, 2000) (“If this business will not happen in the State of Israel, it will be in the neighboring countries, only at greater risk to the patients. And if she is a foreign patient, my concern for her is as great as for the Israeli woman.”).
203. See id. Galanti, Committee Chair, at the Labor, Welfare and Health Comm., 13 (Feb. 18, 2008) (transcript 380) (Isr.).
such an arrangement could be more exploitative than directly compensating volunteers, so there is no choice but to allow compensated egg donation.\textsuperscript{204}

In few cases, the “no choice” method was used to respond to flaws in the suggested bill, pointed out by participants. In these cases, the narrative took on an accusatory tone: “That’s right, it is not ideal, not nice, not good, but if you consider what is good and bad, the help, the risk - if we do not allow it, women will go abroad and get eggs from people who haven’t been checked sufficiently, and these women will be exposed to a bigger risk. Then we will have moral responsibility for allowing it [egg donation abroad].”\textsuperscript{205} “If our goal is not to have a law, then we can die ‘right.’ If we want to be smart and give hope to those people whose age we have extended, we need to close our eyes a little. There is no perfection. None.”\textsuperscript{206} The surrendered narrative in this case offers only two options: failing the entire legislation effort or accepting compensated egg donation.

B. DIVERTING RHETORIC

The diverting rhetoric method usually acts in tandem with the constrained narrative, positioning certain alternatives out of the scope of discussion or the responsibility of the speaker. The functional value of diverting rhetoric is that it limits the Committee’s authority to discuss certain matters and not others, even though related issues might have direct implications for the topic in question. For example, in the Halperin committee: “we, in medicine, do not treat the child, we treat the woman. The child has society and social workers”\textsuperscript{207}; “If human resources, or commodities, are cheaper somewhere else, he [a person] goes where he can get it cheaper. This is not our concern; we do not discuss this. It is also none of our business how it is conducted. . . . Officially, in this committee, we do not deal with it.”\textsuperscript{208} “We are responsible for the Israeli population. . . . If an Israeli woman goes there [abroad] without me sending her, and I am not treating her, this is every person’s right.”\textsuperscript{209}

This strategy was also noticeable in the Knesset committee discussions. The following two quotes from the second-generation discourse show how key actors in the committee (Dr. Halperin and the Chair of the Committee, Eldad) prefer not to address burning issues that rise from the scheme of the propose bill.

I am convinced that, at the moment, we must approve this without the [insurance] clause, and regarding insurance, the Knesset has to do

\textsuperscript{204} Mira Hibner, Sub-comm. of the Labor, Welfare and Health Comm. 2007, 16 (June 24, 2008) (transcript 3) (Isr.) (to follow up after the egg donation bill) (“The idea of crossed egg donation and using a close friend as a donor might provoke greater trade.”).

\textsuperscript{205} Insler, Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation, 15 (June 28, 2000) (transcript 7) (Isr.).


\textsuperscript{207} Dor, Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation, 21 (July 12, 2000) (transcript 8) (Isr.).

\textsuperscript{208} Insler, Pub.-Prof. Comm. Concerning Egg Donation, 9 (Sept. 27, 2000) (transcript 15) (Isr.).

something about it, not only here. Surrogacy is a much more serious problem, organ transplantation is a much more serious problem, medical experiments are a much more serious problem. There must be an integral law for all those cases where, for altruistic reasons, a person goes through a medical procedure, not for himself, but so that he could be compensated . . . but this law should not include it, even though on a moral level, I have no argument [why not to insist on insurance].

Sharon Bassan: “In the current legal arrangement, there is a clause addressing eggs that were fertilized outside of Israel. The proposed arrangement does not prohibit this procedure, and there is a high chance that this practice will continue. Therefore, either the current legal arrangement should apply, or a new legal arrangement should be decided on [rather than leave a legal void].”

Chairman Arieh Eldad: “It is a fascinating subject, but it is not in this law.”

The chairman prefers not to address the prominent practice of cross-border markets, which externalize the risks to other countries. The discussion regarding the risks that the national legislation aims to prevent for Israeli women is dismissed when such risks are taken by foreign women.

Another function of diverting rhetoric is to change the focus of attention from the responsibility of the speaker to other participants or bodies, which can be called “throwing responsibility.” This is evident in the first-generation discourse. “I do not know many women who will run to donate, and you, who are concerned with women’s rights, you need to make sure that in no situation women will have to sell eggs due to personal distress, God forbid.” This method in the second-generation discourse was often used to incite those who had insisted on adding specific clauses regarding protective arrangements by, for instance, insisting on covering insurance costs for egg-source women not undergoing fertility services, or discussing distributive justice considerations when allocating eggs for research purpose. Diverting rhetoric framed the parties insisting on protective arrangements as responsible for failings of the entire legislative process.
Diverting responsibility for the failure of legislation to those voicing concerns is meant to minimize, if not silence, resistance or opposition.

Chairman Arieh Eldad (to the representative of Isha L’Isha): “The desire to delay the discussion in each and every section — you simply do not want this law. Admit that you do not want the law.

Yali Hashash: On the contrary, we were hoping to rush this law forward and allow it to proceed by discussing research purposes in another law. It is in our interest that this law be advanced.

Chairman Arieh Eldad: By the nature of the discussion you are holding here, you prevent progress. I may start hushing you systematically.

Yali Hashash: Do not treat us as hostile witnesses. We represent a very, very wide population and very diverse bodies. To treat us as a factor that has come to block the law and to ask us to struggle outside this law . . .”

“Do you want to have egg donation in Israel?”

While speakers often used diverting rhetoric, in both committees, some committee members did take responsibility as policy-makers, especially in the context of a “slippery slope” argument: “We are creating new social problems, beyond the issue of divorce: the fragmentation of the family unit, fatherhood and motherhood problems. We are encouraging the decline of the family unit. We are also sitting here thinking about whether we are benefitting this woman, and society, since we have some power in our hands: it may be limited, but we have some.”

“We know that women from Israel travel to receive egg donations outside of Israel without us having any control over where the eggs come from, what eggs, and so on. We certainly do not have ethical control over how the donors are being convinced or how much danger they are in. True, we are not exclusively responsible for it because it is done elsewhere . . . [b]ut this risk must be weighed against the reality that is being created, and it is created before our own eyes.”

It is interesting to see that though the speaker of this preceding quote does not deny responsibility, he does not wish to restrict compensated recruitment but rather supports it, given what he perceives as worse options that need to be prevented. Responsibility was also a key issue in the call to empirically investigate
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and monitor concerns with regard to egg provision.\(^{219}\) For example: “We are legislating a law that is supposed to address future technological developments. Therefore, monitoring and protecting is required here.”\(^{220}\)

VII. MISSING VOICE

A narrative may include or exclude people or ideas that are present in the audience or not. The choice of who to include in the policy making process is driven by the following questions: What is to be gained? And, Who will benefit?\(^{221}\) A missing voice is the result of the intentional or unintentional exclusion of an interested group. The power of the missing voice is the unbalanced weight or intensity given to alternate narratives. Obviously, the scarcity of certain voices in the discussion discourages certain narratives and helps to promote desirable ones. For example, the Halperin committee showed overrepresentation of some sectors, and hence, overrepresentation of some narratives, as well as underrepresentation or no representation of other narratives. Committee members included six physicians, two Rabbis, and one legal counselor. Additionally, the committee heard from the following specialists: childless patients, fertility doctors, tax specialists, information specialists, religious and academics professionals concerned with children’s interests, and other Rabbis, in addition to those in the committee, who testified about religious aspects. While personal stories that represented women’s yearning for children elicited sympathy and served a pro-natalist strategy, in the closed meetings of the Halperin committee, alternative or opposing narratives were not always represented. The committee heard firsthand, emotional descriptions of childless patients and considered the importance of egg donation. Egg-source women’s interests, on the other hand, were not represented unless addressed by one of the committee members. These were secondhand accounts, described in an informative way, without any superlatives or personal aspects. It is evident that the lack of balanced representation for potential egg-source women or their advocates paved the way toward the committee’s final decisions. Different individuals could have provided competing narratives.

Through the limited lens of the first-generation discourse, it is easy to underestimate and fail to notice the importance of the missing voice method. Since there were no volunteer egg source women at the time, there were no concrete examples in which these women voiced their opinion. It was only in the discussions in the Knesset committee that the power and force of this method became clear: the Isha L’Isha Feminist Center attended all meetings and served as one of the leading voices for women’s rights in the country, voicing the unheard interests of

\(^{219}\) See MK Orly Levi-Abekasis, questions at the Labor, Welfare and Health Comm., 6 (July 15, 2013) (transcript 57) (Isr.) (regarding the amendment of the egg donation regulations and compensation for egg recruitment).
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women egg sources. Though unsuccessful in changing the hegemonic narrative, the discussion of the Egg Donation Bill in the Knesset Committee was the main stage for challenging many of the rhetorical methods and suggesting alternative voices and reconsiderations for decision makers to address. In the process, the work of the Isha L’Isha organization and the alternative narratives they voiced gradually undermined the hegemonic power of the constitutive reproduction narrative, creating a key difference between the dynamics of the discourse in the Halperin and the Knesset committees.

VIII. Conclusion – Evolving Times, Evolving Discourse

Although the Halperin committee’s work never yielded a law, the concepts constructed as socially acceptable through its discussions—compensated egg donation from women not undergoing fertility treatment—served as a starting point to enable a change in the status quo in the second-generation discourse. Citations from both committees reflect constant contradictions between two constitutive narratives founded in the Israeli society: the narrative of the unique value of the body and the narrative supporting procreation. Functional narratives promote those narratives in questions such as whether to allow or prevent healthy women to risk their bodies for the purposes of other women’s procreation, and whether to allow or forbid the commodification of body parts, etc. Language and rhetorical methods, conscious and unconscious, play a leading role in social constructions related to the positive right to procreate—despite the negative perception toward the trade in human organs and other contradicting values. Consequently, rhetorical methods created power dynamics and shaped the way policy makers see the duty of the State.

The strength of discourse analysis is that it involves a particular awareness of the role of language in constituting policies and the way that conflicts are woven into language. This analysis problematizes what conventional policy analysts take for granted: through the linguistic, identity, and knowledge-related aspects of policy-making, discourse analysis exposes why and how contingent concepts and practices came into effect.\(^222\) Language is not a neutral messenger of given interests and preferences, rather, language influences their very formation. Choosing one type of discourse over another is an activity that is charged with ethical significance.\(^223\) Understanding meanings and significances of narratives may explain what motivates people in any given society and sheds light upon specific choices that society makes. Rational arguments and political powers helped structure the discussions and shape outcomes. By drawing attention to discourses and the ways that actors relate to them, discourse analysis validates the claim that language and knowledge need to be understood as an aspect of power and as a

\(^{222}\) Feindt & Oels, supra note 15, at 163.
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form of exerting power. In this sense, discourse analysis is a tool for democratizing policy-making, complementary to theories of deliberative democracy.

Foucault used textual analysis of books, laws, and art when he sought to create a comprehensive structure of knowledge, but this process was not without pitfalls. His work was methodologically criticized for lack of consistency in the materials he chose to analyze. I believe that the chosen materials that serve the textual analysis in this article are consistent, since they are all transcripts of formal governmental discussions, albeit different kinds of discussions. Nevertheless, these materials may warrant similar criticism. An independent professional committee such as the Halperin committee is different from a political Knesset committee in that committees like the Knesset committee are part of the routine function of the parliament, both in terms of participants and methods of work. This difference has several implications that should be taken into consideration.

First, the Halperin committee held meetings dedicated to verifying medical facts and epidemiological data, discussing ethical and legal aspects, and looking for technological possibilities. Its work was divided into three levels: the learning level, in which it received information and heard from about twenty expert witnesses in different relevant areas; the discussion level, seeking consensus on several social, ethical, and religious issues concerning egg donation; and the framing level, in which the committee took it upon itself to help advance general principles as well as legislation based on the committee’s discussions. While the discussions in the professional committee are independent from the legislative process, the Knesset committees meet for a variety of cases, not just for this one. The Knesset committee discussions are intended to discuss bill drafts and to prepare them for three readings in the Knesset plenum (bills passed on the third reading become the laws of the State of Israel). Discussions in the Knesset committee addressed the text of the bill and its topics. Topics that did not make it to the draft of the bill were not discussed.

Second, ten experts were nominated for the Halperin committee: six doctors, two Rabbis, one legal expert and one public representative. Although some of

---
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227. The topics of discussion were decided in the first meeting and covered many issues, including the right to receive fertility treatments, the right to information and counseling, the definition of parenthood (personal status, motherhood), registration, egg donation (including the risk to the donor, volunteer donor, payment, anonymity), enlarging the donation pool (compensated and alternative sources for recruitments, including egg freezing, eggs from deceased, fetal ovaries, ontological freezing of ovary tissues), special issues (including cross-religious donation, cross-country donation, children’s rights, age limit, limitations concerned with ovary hyper-stimulation, medical confidentiality, medical insurance, and legislation recommendation).
228. The members were: Dr. Mordechai Halperin (chair), Adv. Mira Hibner – Harel (legal counselor, ministry of health), Dr. Rachel Adatto (counselor for women’s health to the minister of Health), two Rabbis: Rabi Menachem Burstein, Rabi Samuel Rabinowits, three prominent fertility experts: Professor Josef Shenkar, Professor Veslav Insler, Dr. Chaim Yafe, Dr. Hanna Katan, and Mr. Amos Danieli.
the members were female, all women spoke as representatives of their profession or political function, rather than as representatives of all women. Unlike the fixed nominees in the Halperin committee, in the Knesset committee most participants are typically coalition members who are not always knowledgeable or educated in the topic at hand. Members of the Knesset Legal Department accompany the legislative process from the point at which the Knesset member raises an idea for a bill, in committee discussions, and up to the final text of the bill for a vote in the plenum. The committee conducts an open and democratic policy-making procedure. Experts and officials (e.g., jurists and economists) might be invited to the professional discussions of the committees to provide information about their activities and to present their positions on the issues in question.229 Many interested bodies could ask to be invited, attend, and participate in the meeting. Discussions about egg donation were infused with the interests and agendas of such participants. Although they often spoke on behalf of groups who did not democratically chose them as representatives, their narratives were influential. The Knesset members who voted on the final version of the bill could easily be convinced by multiple narratives nurtured by these diverse cultural symbols and interests.

While the difference between the two committees is relevant, both committees used similar rhetorical methods in settling conflicts between the competing narratives: “bounded narratives” that tied the basic liberal thought supporting an opposing narrative (protection of human rights) to the idea of assisted reproduction; downplaying incompatible views (about the risks and benefits of egg donation) that did not align with the desired policy; “softened rhetoric” that expressed the idea of donation in exchange for payment in a more palatable and “socially acceptable” way; “surrendered rhetoric” that described the situation as if speakers were forced to support a certain decision; “diverting rhetoric” that redirected attention from policy-makers’ responsibility to other potentially responsible parties; and “missing voice” rhetoric, which reflected an unbalanced picture of the interested bodies in the discussion room. A typology of these methods, first developed in this research, is significant not only to this project but also to any other project focused on the ways policy-makers, as well as leaders in other sectors, use language and rhetoric.

These methods reflect political realities and socially-structured conceptions concerning reproduction and procreation. In practice, the necessity to promote procreation was presented as an established duty of the state, while the interests of egg-source women not undergoing fertility treatment were underplayed. Given the pro-natalist cultural milieu, Israel’s choice seems obvious. However, while policy-makers supported the hegemonic constitutive reproductive narrative throughout policy discussions, alternative narratives have emerged in recent

years that oppose the constitutive procreation narrative. So far, criticism cannot thwart the expansion of the constitutive narrative, but up to now the second-generation discourse continuously undermines and erodes traditional attitudes toward reproductive practices.  

This article sets the groundwork for several directions for future research. First, the data implies certain correlations between different interest groups and the chosen policy regarding egg donations in Israel. Although these correlations may explain some of the findings in this article, they were not empirically verified in this research and should be further explored. Second, my research shows that feminism has the potential to exert influence and provoke change in political procedure by promoting alternative narratives that gradually undermine hegemonic narratives and create different dynamics in the policy-making discourse. Other applications of feminist participation in policy-making processes should be researched.
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